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§0 INTRODUCTION 
In [4] Jonsson introduced the Arguesian lattice identity which reflects precisely 
Desargues' Theorem for projective spaces qua lattices. In this note we "geometrize" 
Jdnsson's equation by proving that one can assume more geometrical facts about 
the lattice variables in the equational or the (equivalent) implicational form. An 
interesting consequence of this is the fact that 2-distributive (modular) lattices 
are Arguesian. This fact reflects the property that one dimensional projective spaces 
geometrically trivial. 
§1 P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
The Arguesian identity and its equivalents have been developed by J6nsson 
et al in a series of papers (see especially [3], [6] and [7]). An early result, [5], was 
that Arguesian lattices are modular. Therefore we will assume throughout this 
paper that all lattices are modular. 
Let L be a (modular) lattice. A triangle (or trilateral) in L is an arbitrary triple 
a -=- (a09 al9 a2)eL
3. For two triangles, a and b, in L we require certain derived 
polynomials and statements 
1. Definition. For a, b in L 
(a) p(a9 b) « (a0 V b0) A (ax V bt) A (a2 V b2) 
(b) ct(a9 b) = (aj V ak) A (bj V bk), {i,j, k} « {0, 1, 2} 
(c) CP(a, b) : (a0 V b0) A (ax V bt) <*a2Vb2 
(d) AP(a, b) : c2(a, b) £ c0(a, b) V Cl(a, b) 
CP(a, b) is an abbreviation of central perspectivity for the triangles (of points 
in a projective plane) a and b. AP(a, b) is an abbreviation for the axial perspectivity 
of these triangles (of points). 
*) This research has been supported by the NSERC, Operating Grant A-8190. 
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2. Definition. A lattice (L; V, A) is called: 
(a) Arguesian if for any pair of triangles a, b in L, p(a, b) g aQ V 
V (*0 A (bt V (c2 A (cQ V cx)))). 
(b) Desarguean if for any pair of triangles a, b in JL, CP(a, A) implies AP(a, b). 
(c) Arguesian (Desarguean) for a given class of triangles if (a) (respectively (b)) 
holds for that particular class of triangles. 
The following theorem is a synopsis of the pertient results that appear in afore-
mentioned papers. 
3. Theorem. ([3], [6], and [7]): Let Lbe a modular lattice, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) L is Arguesian. 
(2) L is Desarguean. 
(3) L is Desarguean for triangles a, b in L satisfying (A): a% V p = bx V p = 
= at V bi9 i = 0, 1, 2. 
(4) L is Arguesian for triangles a, b in L satisfying (A): atV p = btV p =- atV bi9 
i = 0, 1, 2. 
The other notion we need is that of an w-diamond. This notion reflects the geo 
metrical property of n + 1 points in general position in a projective space o-
dimension ^ n — 1. 
4. Definition, (i) A sequence rf= (dQ9dl9 ...,d„) in a (modular) lattice L is 
called an n-diamond if 
(Dnl)\/d^v9 i^n 
O.R 
(Dn2)dtA\/dk = u9 i*j£n. 
**y 
We will call a sequence, d in L9 a lower n-diamond (upper n-diamond) if it satisfies 
(Dn2) (respectively (Dn\)). 
(ii) A lattice is called n-distributive if it does not contain an n-diamond. 
By Huhn [2] and Hermann & Huhn [1] we know that (modular) n-distributive 
lattices form an equational class of (modular) lattices and that an n-diamond is 
either non-trivial (dt # di for i ^ j) or completely trivial (i.e. dQ = dt = ... = dn). 
The last notion we need is that of an independent set {ai9 ..., an} in L. 
±(al9...9an) iff u~atA\/aj for all i g n. 
j+t 
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§2 THE RESULTS 
Our goal is to discover what other restrictions one can place on the triangles 
and still ensure the Desarguean implication. Basically, we are attempting to 
"regeometrize" the Desarguean implication by removing all "degenerate" cases 
of variable substitutions. Our first result is an easy reduction to independent 
triangles. 
1. Lemma% For a modular lattice L, L is Arguesian if and only ifL is Desarguean 
for triangles a and b in L satisfying (A) a(V p = btVp (= a(V bt) i £ 2 and (I) 
±(a0, ax, a2) and ±(b0, bx, b2). 
Proof: The condition is clearly necessary so let a and b be arbitrary centrally 
perspective triangles in L satisfying (A). By defining 
x\ = (Xt V Xj) A (x( V xk) 
for x e {a, b} and {i,j, k} = {0, 1, 2} the reader can easily check that a' and V are 
centrally perspective triangles in L that satisfy (A) and (I). By the condition we 
infer AP(a', V) and since c\ = c{ for all i we obtain AP(a, b). 
Later results will be proven in a similar way as we add more conditions on our 
triangles. Let us first note however that we may always assume that the triangles a 
and b are strictly independent. That is xt and Xj will be incomparable if / # j , 
x e {a, b}, 
2. Lemma. Let a and b be centrally perspective triangles in a modular lattice L. 
If either {a0, ax, a2} or {b0, bx, b2} contains comparable elements, then a and b are 
axially perspective. 
Proof: By symmetry we need only consider the cases a0 g ax, a0 <; a2 and 
a0 ^ ax. If a0 ^ ax then CP(a, b) gives us 
a0 S (a0 V b0) A (ax V bx) <>a2vb2 
and 
c0 V cx = (ax V a2) A (bx V b2 V cx) = 
= (ax V a2) A (bx V ((b2 Va0V a2) A (b0 V b2))) = 
= (at V a2) A (bx V ((a0 V b0) A (ax V bx) A (b0 v b2))) -
= (ax V a2) A (ax V bx) A (bx V ((a0 V b0) A (b0 v b2))) « 
m^axA(bxv b0) = 
= (a0 V ax) A (b0 Vbx) = 
= c2. 
If a2 S a0 then CP(a, b) gives us 
(a2 V axv bx) A (a0 V b0) & a2v b2 
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and 
c0 V cx = c0 V (a0 A (b0 v b2)) = 
= (a0 A (b0 v b2)) v (a2 nb0v b2)) V c0 = 
- (a0 A (ft0 V 62)) V {(ax v a2) A \bx vb2v (a2 A (60 V 62))]} = 
« («o A (60 V 62)) V {(ax V a2) A [^ V ((b2 V a2) A (b0 V 62))]} = 
§ (fl0 A (60 V 4a)) V {(ax V a2) A [bt V ((a2 VaxV bx) A (a0 V b0) A (b0 V &2))]} = 
- («o A (60 V ft2)) V {(ax V a2) A [bx Vb0V (a0 A (60 V b2))~]\ = 
=> [ax V a2 V (a0 A (60 V £2))] A (b0 vbxv (a0 A (b0 v b2)) = 
= Oi v ((a2 vfi0v b2) A a0)] A (60 V bx) = 
= Oi V [a0 V (60 V ((a0 V 60) A (at V bx)))J] A (i0 V bx) = 
- [*i V (a0 A (at V £0 V ftt))] A (b0 V bx) = 
= c2. 
The case where a0 <; a2 is left for the reader. 
Now let a and b be centrally perspective triangles in L satisfying (A) and (I) 
define 
and(i) sm = (a0 A (a2 v b2)) V (ax A (a2 V b2)) 
(ii) sb = (b0 A (a2 V b2)) V (bx A (a2 V b2)) 
(iii) a't ~ atV sa and b'( =* btV sh 
Easy calculations give us that a' and V are centrally perspective triangles satisfying 
(A) and (I). Moreover c2 = c2, c'x = cxv (c0 A (a2 v b2)) and c'0 = c0V (cx A (a2 V b2)). 
Therefore AP(a, b) holds if and only if AP(a', b') holds. 
The above allows us to add the conditions a0 A (a2 V b2) = ax A (a2 V 62)= 0m 
and £0 A (a2 V b2) = bx A (a2 V b2) = 06 (0a = a0 Aax = a0 A a2 = ax A a2 and 
similarly for 06) to (A) and (I). We are however more interested in certain con-
sequences of these conditions. 
3. Theorem. A modular lattice, L, is Arguesian if and only ifL is Desarguean for 
triangles a and b in L satisfying (A), (I) and (U): p = (a, V bt) A (a,- V bj), i ^ j . 
Proof: Using the notation above the theorem statement we get 
a'0 A (a2 V b'2) = 0a V sa = />'. 
Therefore p' = p' V (a0 A (a2 V 62)) = (p' V a0) A (a2 V b'2) since CP(a', A') = 
= (a0 V y0) A (a2 V 62) by (A). 
We want one more condition on our triangles. Let a, b be triangles in L satisfying 
(A), (I) and (U) and define 
0,2 0,2 
(i) t l ^Vte lAp) , «6= V(Ml>), 
i i 
(ii) a\ ~ a{vua, b\ = btVub. 
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We have by easy calculations: 
(1) a\ V b\ = a, V bt 
(2) p' = p and a', b' satisfy (U) 
(3) a\ Va'} = atVajV (ak A (a( V b{)) = atV ajV (ak A (ay V fty)) 
(4) (a\ V ay) A (a\ V 00 = [(a, V ay) A (a, V ak)] V «a 
(5) a, * satisfy (I) 
(6) a\vp' = a\v b\ = b\ V p' hence a, b satisfy (A) 
(7) c,' = c, V (cy A (a* V bk)) = c, V (c* A (aj V fty)) 
(8) AP(a, ft)iffAP(a\ft') 
Therefore it behooves one to determine what other special properties hold for 
these triangles. 
4. Lemma. (a'0,a\,a'2,p') and (b'0,b[,b'2,p') are lower 3-diamonds with bottom 
element ua (resp. ub). 
Proof: 
a'0 A (a't V a'2) = (a0 V (a. Ap)v (a2 Ap)) A (a. V a2 V (a0 Ap)) = 
= (a0 A (a, V a2)) V ». = 
= "a 
ct'o A (ai Vp') = (a0 V (a. Ap) V (a2 A/>)) A (a. V/>) = 
= « f lV(a0A(a.Vp)) = 
= ua V (a0 A (a. V a.) A (at V a0 V ft0)) = 
= «» V (a0 A (a, v ft.)) = 
= «„ V (a0 A p) = 
= «« 
p' A (a0 v a',) = p' A (a0 v a, v (a2 Ap)) = 
= (a2 A p) V [(a0 V a.) A (a0 V ft0) A (at V ft.)] = 
= "« 
5. Lemma, for each {i,j, k) = {0,1, 2}, (aj, ft;, cj, ĉ ) w a /owr 3-diamond. 
Proof: 
cy A (aj V Z>;) = (a, V ft/) A (cy V (ck A (a, V bt))) = 
= [cy A (a, v ft,)] A [ct A (a, V ft/)] = 
= c^A(a;vft;) 
a't A (c) V c'k) = [a, V (ay Ap) V (a* A/>)] A [cy V ct] = 
= [a, V (ay A (a, V ft,)) V (ak A (a, V ft;))] A [cy V c»] 
= [a, V (fty A (a, v ay)) V (ft, A (a, v a*))] A [cy V c»] -
= (fty A (a, V ay)) V (ft, A (a, v a»)) v (a, A (cy V c»)) 
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= (bj A (at V aj)) V (bt A (at V ak)) V (at A (bt V bk)) V 
V {flt A (b, V bj)) = 
= [cj A (a, V hd] V \ck A (at V b$\ 
The other calculations are left to the reader. 
6. Theorem. A modular lattice, L, is Arguesian if and only if any triangles a, b 
in L satisfying: 
(A) a{V p = b{V p = atV b{ 
(I) ±(fl0, a1, a2) and ±(b0 9bl9b2) 
(U) p = (a, V bd A (aj V bj), i # j 
(LF) (a0 , al9 a2,p), (b0, bl9 b2,p), (ai9 bi9 cj9 ck) are lower 3-diamonds 
are axially perspective. Moreover ct V Cj = ctV ck = CjV ck. 
7. Corollary. 2-distributive (modular) lattices are Arguesian. 
Proof : If L is 2-distributive and a and b are triangles in L satisfying (A), (I), (U) 
and (LF) then the 3-diamond generated by the lower 3-diamond (a2, b2,c0, Ci) 
must be trivial. This gives 
[c0 A (a2 V b2y] V [cx A (a2 V 62)] = q02 A q12 A a A b 
where 
qi} = atV ajV p, a = a0 V a1V a2 and b = b0V bxV b2. 
Therefore 
c0 V cx = c0 V cxV (q01 Aq02AaAb) = 
= [c0 V cx V (q01 A q02)] A a A b = 
= [^o V (^02 A (ct V a01))] A a A b 
= fco V q02) A a A b = 
= a Ab ^ 
£ e2. 
§3 D I S C U S S I O N 
One would obviously have liked to show that we can assume 0a = 0h and a = b. 
This however is impossible for as Jonsson (private communication) has observed, 
2-dimensional Hall—Dilworth gluings of vector space lattices can produce both 
Arguesian and non-Arguesian lattices. In the non Arguesian case one needs 0a j& 0b. 
Andras Huhn has asked if there exists a partial (modular) lattice configuration 
whose exclusion would characterize Arguesian lattices. The author cannot answer 
this question at present. Its answer should be connected with the projectivity of 
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the "correct" version of the Desarguean implication. Our version seems to lack 
that property. 
Finally the author feels that one should be able to add a^ V 0/ V p -= a{V akV p 
to the conditions on the triangles. He (obviously) has no proof of this at this time. 
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